When The Women Went One Way
And The Men Went Another,
One such occurrence orchestrated by the 11, which built and reinforced the Human Field
By Kiera Donna Laike, IRW
Within the expansion of our solar system and universe is the expansion of man and woman. Within that
web, in the Central American (mesoamerican) jungle 7,000 years ago, lived a people who have yet to be
named by any other than themselves. They called themselves “People of the Circle” (English translation).
Bacab was a young woman. She had been born gifted and received her appointment to the circle of
women younger than most. Bacab felt the pulse of heart mother as she walked to her initiation
ceremony. She had channeled the energies of the elements so many times before, yet this time would be
different. She would have to do it in unity with the other women.
For a moment, she lost the pulse of heart mother and looked to sky. She was little again, dancing
through the blue sky, learning its ways. A spike of pain shocked through her body, and she came back
and remembered. She was going to join the inner circle of women.
Bacab had been chosen to replace a woman who had died earlier. The village was still buzzing that the
circle of women had not been able to heal her or others. The villagers had questioned the power of the
circle over the earth realm, since other villagers had recently died as well of a strange blood disorder.
Other villages, in their own questing, were looking more to sky for answers and protection.
The day of her induction into the circle came and went. Bacab spent most of her days dwelling in the
village, healing the people and overseeing the cycles of the earth.
On many days, Bacab longed to know more of sky.
A young man named Chantico, the youngest of the circle of man, lay awake in his hut, straining each fiber
of his body to feel the heart mother. He wanted his body to channel the elements and to wave his hand
over the wounds and ills of his people, for them to become cured. He wanted to be looked upon as most
powerful, commanding both earth and sky. His power and battle was not yet matched. He provided two
to three times more than any of his fellow brothers in the circle. He longed to not only gather the energies
for the women, but he wanted to form them, shape them, and decide the destiny of his people.
For a long time, Chantico had been trying to catch Bacab’s eye. One particular night, he felt that the time
had come. At the next twilight, he presented himself to Bacab, who was on her way home from her daily
responsibilities with the circle of women. He simply invited Bacab to come look at the sky with him.
Bacab leaped, for she longed to know more. A secret agreement was made that very night that they
would meet each night at twilight, and they would teach each other.
Chantico was much better at getting Bacab to teach him. Chantico was overtaken by the power of the
heart mother and had yet to develop his own container for the heart mother. Chantico never intended to
not teach Bacab, in return, about the sky. Chantico became so powerful that all in the village looked
more and more to him.
Chantico’s power outside of the pulse and container of the inner circle of women and the outer circle of
men changed his brain. The white brain matter expanded, and Chantico lost his contained perspective
with sky. He called his warriors and drove the women from the circle. The women who refused to serve
him, he drove into the jungle. He then killed all in the outer circle of men who would not swear allegiance
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to him. Chantico pronounced himself the first king of the people of the circle. The true name of the
people of the circle was lost forever; they are known to our civilization today as Mayan.
In many places and times, these events have recurred. The inner circle of women and the outer circle of
men became unbalanced for all people within the earth plane. Today, this separates us from feeling the
reflective nature of the relationship of the interwoven circles of women and men.
There is no power or force, there is only relationship. In expansion or evolution, one cell or DNA strain
becomes something other than what it was meant to be, beginning a cascade of an ever-emerging new
species or way of being. Our sister and brother from the people of the circle were two of those cells.
They did not want to be what they were called to be. They, like many others from other cultures stepped
out of who they were meant to be. This separation cascaded us into the confusion and conflict that we
currently live in - between the relationship of female and male or earth and sky.
Meditate on the following forms, opening to your own understanding and wisdom about the relationship of
men and women.
Figure 1: The People Of The Circle
Before the chaos, the inner circle of women
directed, healed, and created from all that was
of earth vegetation, water, rock, mineral,
animal, and human birth. The outer circle of
men was the container from which all creation
came. The outer circle brought in and
gathered all the raw energy, presenting it to
the inner circle.
Figure 2: Current
Men and women, out of touch with each other,
struggling and pushing to find connection with
what each other bring.

Figure 3: Vision
Feel the rock pulse, earth. Know the
expansion and gathering of sky. Accept
permission for earth and sky to meet and be
reflected in you. Journey through our past and
know that power has brought us, expanding
into an understanding of relationship.
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